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Other Experimental Methods



So far…

- In this course, the focus has been on acoustic measurements
- f0
- Duration
- Formants
- VOT
- Center of Gravity
- …

- And a little bit of perceptual measurement
- Categorization experiments



Simplicity

- More or less, everything we’ve done has been done for the sake of simplicity
- All we need is a laptop!

- Simplicity is good sometimes, but we may be after some aspect of speech 
that is not so simple

- There have been lots of tools developed over time used to measure the 
phonetic properties of speech

- Today’s lecture will review some of the different types of measurements and 
experimental techniques that researchers have, and continue to, use to 
collect phonetic data



Multiple Descriptions of the Same Object



X-ray

- Radiation is projected through the head tissue and recorded
- Positions of articulators are then manually traced

- This was the first imaging technique used to measure speech
- Drawbacks include obfuscation from the skull and the radiation itself
- New x-ray data is not collected, but old x-ray data continues to be analyzed 

and used



X-ray

https://linguistics.berkeley.edu/acip/appendix/vocal_tracts/KNS.html


MRI

- Magnetic Resonance Imaging
- Creates a strong magnetic field and emanating radio waves
- Hydrogen atoms in the body align with the radio waves
- Provides soft tissue contrast

- Early MRI required sustained speech
- Real time MRI allows for the capture of continuous speech
- Drawback to the latter is reduced spatial resolution



MRI

- Subject is lying on their back
- Noisy

- “How it works”
- Video 1
- Video 2

https://www.seeingspeech.ac.uk/how-mri-works/
https://youtu.be/Wrbe5fH888k?si=3yAIJ4spJRbuJDgF
https://youtu.be/jaIquq_4560?si=2ZinC0fwjQ1Er-3X


MRI



MRI



Ultrasound

- Ultra-high frequency sound wave projected as a thin beam that travels 
through tissue and is reflected from its surface

- When placed under the chin, it produces an image of the tongue
- Sagitally (front to back)
- Coronally (left to right)

- This method has been used in speech science since the 1960’s and is still 
used today

- Has become increasingly portable over time!



Ultrasound

- Generally has much poorer temporal resolution
- Requires the probe (that projects the beam) to be stable
- Can also be used to measure laryngeal activity

- Ultrasound probe is held up to the larynx to measure the relative height
- Used simultaneously with a laryngoscope

- Unlike other methods, it is extremely non-invasive
- Video

https://youtu.be/1pdrMCuxDf4?si=nwskq7fUefIHlaf3


Ultrasound



Ultrasound



EMA

- Electromagnetic Articulography 
- Small sensors are attached to articulators
- A magnetic field is projected and the sensors create an opposing magnetic 

field
- This allows for the tracking of the articulators in real time
- Video

- One downside is that it only provides position of a single point and not the 
entire articulator

https://youtu.be/6oIejoZ17j0?si=GL0Sl_RUUV3cJ3Jj


EMA



EMA



EMA



Palatography

- A static measurement of where the tongue makes contact with the palate can 
be measure

- Originally this was done using a combination of charcoal and olive oil that 
would then be painted onto a speaker’s tongue or palate

- Now, we have artificial palates with electrodes that fit into speaker’s mouths

- This allows for insight into exactly where articulations are being made



Palatography



Palatography



Palatography



Palatography



Palatography



Nasal Airflow

- Nasal airflow can be measured using a “nasometer”
- A plate divides the nose from the mouth, and two microphones measure the 

amplitude of the nasal cavity and the oral cavity

- It can be also measured directly with a specialized mask or by sticking tubes 
into the nostrils, but these methods are much more invasive and alter the 
acoustic signal in ways that the nasometer does not.



Nasal Airflow



That’s all for now!

- There are some other methods as well, but these are the major ones used to 
measure articulatory properties!

- These slides are heavily based off of:
- Kochetov, A. (2020). Research methods in articulatory phonetics I: Introduction and studying oral gestures. 

Language and Linguistics Compass, 14(4), e12368.
- Kochetov, A. (2020). Research methods in articulatory phonetics II: Studying other gestures and recent trends. 

Language and Linguistics Compass, 14(6), e12371.


